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Virtual Screening and molecular docking usually require
a large number of diverse and often incompatible pro-
grams. Problems arise when different programs require
dissimilar file formats, are not available due to license
issues, or have to be used in very different kind of ways.
Furthermore, data is commonly not stored consistently
and information about which tools were applied on
which datasets in which way is usually lost.
Thus, in practice, frequent changes between tools and

environments are necessary as well as – usually not
lossless – conversions between different formats and
results obtained this way are hard to reproduce.
Here we present a framework, based on the Biochem-

ical Algorithms Library (BALL) [1], that provides a
broad range of functionality, covering all common areas
of interest for virtual screening and molecular docking.
It includes tools for ligand/receptor preparation, interac-
tion scoring, docking and rescoring, as well as for per-
forming QSAR analysis and storage of molecules in a
database.
This framework thus greatly facilitates the application

of virtual screening and docking and consistent storing
and handling of data.
Furthermore, all tools of our framework have been

integrated into the workflow management system galaxy
[2]. This way, the programs can be used directly from a
webbrowser, without any need for programming skills
or installation of tools on the part of the user. Work-
flows can be easily generated, stored and reused, which
makes successive application of tools much easier. All
data sets and uses of tools are automatically tracked and
logged, so that results obtained by use of this system are
easy to reproduce.
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